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1. Explain the Send Off procedures (making announcements, calling out individual names,
and noting whether applause is encouraged). The Lay Director calls out individual names,
mixing the names of Conference Room Team members and pilgrims. As each person hears
his or her name called, the person repeats his/her name and joins the Lay Director at the
designated lineup place.

2. Explain the procedure by which table assignments are made on Friday morning, how
Table Leaders and Assistant Table Leaders are introduced, and how rotation is carried out
at the tables before each talk.

• The Table Leader sits at the table with his or her back to the speaker. The Assistant
Table Leader sits directly across from the Table Leader. These two persons do not
rotate seats. All other members rotate seats before each talk.

• Introduce Table Leaders and Assistant Table Leaders as the tables are assigned.
Explain that the Assistant Table Leader will be the secretary for the first talk; that
responsibility will be rotated among all table members.

• When team members call out their name and table name during these three days, the
table reference is to their table assignment during this particular Emmaus Walk.

3. Explain how Assistant Lay Directors will notify each speaker to dress and proceed to the
chapel, introduce each talk, set up the speaker’s visual aids, and lead each speaker into
the conference room.

4. Remind everyone that the Assistant Lay Directors are responsible for keeping up with
medicines and/or the times for persons to take medications, since participants are asked
to remove their watches.

5. After most talks the speaker closes with the words De Colores. The speaker then returns
to the prayer chapel for prayer.

6. An Assistant Lay Director then announces to the group, “Please bow for a moment of silent
meditation.”

CHECKLIST OF
EXPLANATIONS FOR
THE TEAM BEFORE
THE EMMAUS
WEEKEND



7. Tell about the distribution of general agape, beginning with the agape explanation during
the  JUSTIFYING GRACE talk. All participants receive equal amounts of agape: one piece of a
kind per person in the dining hall and on beds. No agape or gifts are distributed to par-
ticular persons from sponsors, spouses, parents, or friends. These items will be held for
pilgrims as they return home.

8. The Reunion Card will be introduced at the end of the SANCTIFYING GRACE talk. The practice
of the Reunion Card will be explained during the PERSEVERANCE talk. Tables will actually use
the Reunion Card in small groups in the discussion time following the PERSEVERANCE talk.
Table Leaders and Assistant Table Leaders are responsible for explaining and modeling
sharing through the use of the card.

9. Team members wear Emmaus crosses beginning with the Commissioning on Sunday after -
noon and also may wear them during their talk.

10. Walk through team members’ participation at Closing.

• The whole team will be introduced by the area in which they served during the three
days (such as Table Leaders, Assistant Table Leaders, etc.).

• Remind them that two team members will be asked to share their answers to the two
closing questions with the group: “What has this weekend meant to me?” and “What
do I intend to do about it?”

• Remind everyone that the invitation to share at Closing is addressed only to the pilgrims.

11. Hand out table assignments to Table Leaders/Assistant Table Leaders so they can pray for
their table members before the Walk begins.
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